Real-time voltage management for energy savings.
The Harmonizer is an intelligent system for saving money on electricity. Utilities over
supply voltage to overcome the universal challenges of supplying power over long
distances with variable demand. The Harmonizer measures a building’s incoming
voltage, calculates the overage, and automatically throttles the supply down to a
more optimum level.
If the grid supply ﬂuctuates, the Harmonizer instantly reacts to ensure an optimum
voltage level is maintained. If a major grid event occurs, the system switches to a
bypass mode until the condition passes. By automatically throttling voltage in
real-time, your building always gets exactly what it needs while saving as much
power and money as possible.
Energy savings beyond voltage management.
The Harmonizer is more than just a voltage management device. It’s a gateway to
multiple energy eﬃciency and power quality technologies. Eﬃciency modules that
improve diﬀerent power problems can be added to the system incrementally to
increase its energy saving performance.
The Harmonizer dashboard collects and presents a wide array of power data to
make selecting additional modules easy. Once the system is installed in your
electrical room, plug-and-play modules can be added cost-eﬀectively and often
times without the need for a power disruption to your building.

Contact us today to learn how Legend Power can help you save money on power.
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VOLTAGE MANAGEMENT
A modular experience that starts with voltage.
The Harmonizer is a modular system that can incorporate multiple energy eﬃciency and power quality
technologies. Each system comes factory installed with voltage management as its ﬁrst eﬃciency
module oﬀering a maximum voltage reduction of 8%. New modules addressing diﬀerent power
challenges can be added to increase the energy savings potential of the device.
MODEL
Maximum Current (A)
Power (kVA)
Max. System Voltage (V)
Frequency (Hz)
Voltage Reduction Range
Tap Change Method
Eﬃciency
Integrated Energy Meter
Communications
Online Interface
Ambient Temperature
Cooling Method
Installation Method
Approvals
Width - mm/[in]
Depth - mm/[in]

36.000

75.000

30.000

Find out how much money your building can save on electricity by
contacting us today at 1.866.772.8797 or savings@legendpower.com.
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